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Alternator Voltage Regulator Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified tolerable
pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the capability and signal links along with the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives instruction very nearly the relative slope and settlement of devices and terminals
upon the devices, to back up in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would feat
more detail of the bodily appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative notation
to put the accent on interconnections exceeding instinctive appearance. A wiring diagram is
often used to troubleshoot problems and to create determined that every the links have been
made and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams operate the approximate
locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and remaining electrical facilities in a
building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular
receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use usual symbols for
wiring devices, usually swap from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols
not deserted conduct yourself where something is to be installed, but furthermore what type of
device is visceral installed. For example, a surface ceiling lively is shown by one symbol, a
recessed ceiling spacious has a vary symbol, and a surface fluorescent well-ventilated has
choice symbol. Each type of switch has a substitute metaphor and hence complete the various
outlets. There are symbols that decree the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and
thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to
implement link of the residence to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will as
well as swell panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special
services such as fire alarm or closed circuit television or new special services. Necessary
cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This category only
includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the website. These
cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be particularly
necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user personal data via
analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory
to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your website. Chinese 70cc atv
Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram 28 views. This website uses cookies to improve your
experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject
Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience
while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as
necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic

functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary. This reference design features a voltage regulator circuit for 3-phase
alternators. Alternators are electrical generator that convert mechanical energy into electrical
energy. Before, vehicles used DC dynamo generators with commutators to charge their battery.
When the silicon diode rectifier was invented, vehicles now use alternator to charge the battery
and power up the electrical system because it is much lighter, cheaper and more rugged.
Alternator uses slip rings which extends brush life over a commutator. Both DC dynamo
generator and alternator initially produces alternating current. In DC dynamo generator, AC
current is generated in the rotating armature and then converted to DC by the commutator and
brushes while in alternator, the AC current is generated in the stationary stator and rectified by
diode rectifiers. In this circuit, the IC CS is used to control the amount of the alternator field
current. The magnetic field of the alternator rotor is produced when a current is injected into the
field or the rotor winding of the alternator. The output voltage of the alternator is dependent to
the magnetic field strength, therefore by controlling the amount of field current the output
voltage of the alternator can be controlled also. The field current is dependent on the duty cycle
set by the IC regulator. The voltage at the Sense pin of the regulator determines the duty cycle.
A low voltage on the sense pin produces long duty cycle while a high voltage means short duty
cycle. The purpose of the Stator pin is to monitor the voltage from the stator to check if the
engine stopped. The Lamp pin will turn high if the stator timeout expires. Also, the Lamp pin will
turn high if there is an overvoltage condition detected at the Sense pin. If the voltage continues
to increase, the field and lamp output will turn off. The SC pin monitors the field voltage so that
if the drive output and the SC voltage are both high for a long period the output will be disabled.
The whole system is composed of a regulator, alternator, rectifier, indicator and a battery. These
components must be placed properly in an area that fits their operating temperature range
condition. To connect these components, an automotive wire with the right current rating must
be used and attach these components according to their connection shown in the circuit. The
TE Connectivity terminal block connectors allow all of these components to be connected.
These terminal blocks can withstand voltage up to V and current up to A. This is why you are
told to use the same brand alternator as regulator. This applies to older cars, modern cars have
the voltage regulator built into the brush holder. Description No description available. Summary
This reference design features a voltage regulator circuit for 3-phase alternators. Posted: Sep
24, The 4 simple car voltage current regulator circuits explained below is created as a
immediate alternative to any standard regulator and, although developed principally for a
dynamo it will function equally effectively with an alternator. If the functioning of a traditional
car alternator voltage regulator is analyzed, we find it amazing that these kinds of regulators is
often as trusted as they are. While most contemporary cars are furnished with solid-state
voltage regulators to regulate the voltage and current output from the alternator, you may still
find countless earlier cars installed with electromechanical type of voltage regulators that
happen to be potentially unreliable. The standard functioning of a electro-mechanical car
alternator voltage regulator can be as explained below:. Once the engine is in the idling mode
the dynamo starts getting a field current through the ignition warning lamp. In this position the
dynamo armature remains unattached with the battery since its output is smaller compared to
battery voltage, and the battery starts discharging through it. As the speed of the engine begins
increasing, the output voltage of the dynamo also begins rising. As soon as it surpasses the
battery voltage a relay is switched ON, connecting the dynamo armature with the battery. This
initiates the charging of the battery. In case the dynamo output goes up even more an additional
relay is activated at around The field current decays while the output voltage begins dropping
right up until this relay deactivates. There's also a 3rd relay containing its coil winding in series
with the dynamo output, through which the entire dynamo output current passes. Once the safe
output current of the dynamo gets dangerously high, may be due to over discharged battery,
this winding activates the relay. This relay now detaches the field winding of the dynamo. The
function ensures that just the fundamental theory, and the specific circuit of the proposed car
voltage current regulator may have different specs depending on a specific car dimensions. In
the indicated design the cut-out relay is substituted by D5, which gets reverse-biased as soon
as the dynamo output drops below the battery voltage. The battery as a result is unable to
discharge into the dynamo. If the ignition is started up the dynamo field winding gets current
through the tell-tale light and T1. Diode D3 is incorporated to avoid current becoming drawn
from the field coil due to the reduced armature resistance of the alternator. As the speed of the
engine increases the output from the dynamo proportionately rises, and starts delivering its

own field current by means of D3 and T1. When the dynamo output reaches to around V the
battery begins charging again. IC1 works like a a voltage comparator which tracks the dynamo
output voltage. As the dynamo output voltage increases the voltage on the op amp inverting
input is at first greater than at the non-inverting input, hence the IC output is held low and T3
remains switched off. As soon as the output voltage goes higher than 5. When the output
voltage goes past the specified highest potential set through P1 , the non-inverting input of IC1
becomes higher than the inverting input, causing the IC1 output to change into positive. This
activates T3. The dynamo field current now decays and the output voltage begins dropping until
the comparator reverts back again. R6 supplies several hundred millivolts of hysteresis which
helps the circuit to work like a switching regulator. T1 is either toggled harder ON or is cut off
such that it dissipates fairly low power. Current regulation is impacted through T4. Once the
current by means of R9 is higher than the selected highest level, the voltage drop around it
results in T4 to switch on. This raises the potential at the non-inverting input of IC1 and isolates
the dynamo field current. The value selected for R9 0. If larger output currents is desired, R9
value could be reduced appropriately. The output voltage and current of the device must be
fixed by appropriately setting up P1 and P2 to meet the standards of the original regulator. T1
and D5 should be installed on heatsinks, and must be strictly isolated from the chassis. The
following diagram shows another variant of a solid state car alternator voltage and current
controller circuit using minimum number of components. Normally while the battery voltage is
below, the full charge level, the regulator IC CA output remains switch OFF, which allows the
Darlington transistor to be in the conducting mode, which keeps the field coil energized, and the
alternator operational. Since the IC CA is rigged as a basic comparator here, when the battery
charges to its full charge level, may ba Due to this the current from the alternator decays,
inhibiting any further charging of the battery. The battery is thus stopped from overcharging.
Now, as the battery voltage drops below the CA pin6 threshold, the output becomes high once
again, causing the transistor to conduct, and power the field coil. Referring lo the nest
solid-state alternator voltage current regulator diagram below, V4 is configured like a
series-pass transistor which regulates the current to the field of the alternator. This transistor
along with the two 20 amp diodes are clamped on an external heatsink. Diode D1 provides
protection to the pass transistor V4 from the inductive spikes generated within the field coil any
time the ignition switch is switched off. Diode D2 which transfers the entire field current
supplies extra working voltage for driver transistor V2 and guarantees that the pass transistor
V4 could be cut-off at large background temperatures. Transistor V3 works like a driver for V4
and a base-current swing of 3 ma to 5 ma upon this transistor allows total "on" to full "off"
switching of V4. Resistor R8 offers a route for the current during excessive temperatures.
Capacitor C1 is essential to protect against oscillation of the regulator because of the high gain
loop that is created around the the system. A Tantalum capacitor is recommended here for
increased precision. Special concern had been provided to the layout of this alternator regulator
is to make sure there is no temperature drifting issues. To achieve this most linked resistors
must be wire-wounds types. The voltage control potentiometer R2 deserves specific
consideration as it should never move away from its settings due to vibrations or temperature
extreme conditions. The ohm pot employed in this design worked ideally well for this program
however nearly every good Wirewound pot in the rotary style might be just fine. The rectilinear
trimpot varieties must be avoided in this car alternator voltage current regulator design. This
circuit offers solid-state management of battery charging. The alternator's field winding is in the
beginning stimulated through the ignition light bulb just as in a traditional method. Current
moving across the WL terminal travels via Q1 to the F terminal then finally on the field coil. As
soon as the engine is powered, current from car's dynamo moves through D2 to Q1. The
ignition tell-tale lamp fades out since the WL terminal voltage exceeds than that of the battery.
Current likewise moves through D5 towards the battery. At this point, IC1 which is rigged as a
comparator detects the battery voltage. When this voltage on the non-inverting input becomes
higher than the inverting input clamped at 4. This action as a result grounds the Q1 base
switching it off and removing the current applied on the field winding. The alternator output now
drops, causing battery voltage to also drop correspondingly. This procedure ensures that the
battery voltage is always held constant, and is never allowed to be over charged. The battery
full charge voltage can be tweaked through RV1 to roughly During cold weather conditions
while starting the car, the battery voltage may drops significantly low. As soon as the engine
has ignited the battery's internal resistance also become quite low, forcing it to pull too much
current from the alternator and thus leading to a possible deterioration of the alternator. In order
to restrict this high current consumption, resistor R4 is introduced within the primary power
terminal from the alternator. The R4 resistance is selected making sure that at highest possible
current Commonly 20 amps 0. The moment Q3 activates current moves through the power line

through R2 towards the Q2 base, switching it on, which then, shuts off Q1 and cutting off
current flow to the field winding. Due to this the dynamo or the alternator output now drops. No
modifications need to be made to the original wiring of the alternator in the car. The circuit
could be encased within an old regulator box, Q1, Q2 and D5 must be attached to an
appropriately dimensioned heat sink. I am a contributing editor to homemade-circuits. Although
I am mechanical engineer by profession, my great passion for practical electronics has helped
me to learn a lot over the years. I also love answering to forum questions, and am always happy
to help in this amazing field of electronics. Your email:. Your email address will not be
published. Notify me via e-mail if anyone answers my comment. Been searching for a schematic
like this for some time. The first schematic was tested in real life? By the description the circuits
just fits perfectly. The warning lamp have any critical parameters? Thank you Mathew, yes all
the circuits above were tested by experienced engineers! The warning lamp is critical, since it
also delivers the required amount of current to the field col, you can use any 12V, 3 amp lamp
for this. P1 adjusts the over charge cut-off voltage for the battery, while R2 adjusts the current
limit. Many tx Nick. Thank you for your reply. How ever I think I may not have been fully clear in
my question. Would the circuit still work by simply omitting the bridge rectifier? However
without it would the circuit still act as a cut-out ie. You are welcome! Yes the bridge rectifier can
be avoided and replaced with a single diode on the dynamo side, and another diode at the
output side to prevent battery discharging through the associated resistors. I should be grateful
for your thoughts. Thank you. I am looking for an alternative to the old style mechanical viltage
regulator and your first circuit above, would do nicely. I would need to build it using stripboard
veroboard Do you have a drawing of the layout for assembly, using that system please, or could
you post one to the site? All the circuits shown in the above article can be used as direct
alternative for the mechanical type. You just have to interchange the relevant matching pins of
the electronic design with the mechanical one. Atherton Hi, you can try the following shunt
regulator to control your alternator output to the desired levels:. You will have to fine tune the
10k preset until the 48V elevl regulation is achieved. R is this a 10k pot? You are welcome, this
circuit is not a field-coil based regulator. This circuit is supposed to be connected across the
bridge rectifier DC from the alternator, so that the MOSFET of the circuit shunts the DC to
ground whenever the output tends to cross the maximum limit. Fine tune means, adjust or
rotate the preset knob until the shunting is fixed at the intended voltage level. Yes pin3 of the op
amp goes to the center leg of a 10k preset or a trimmer. The ground indicates the negative line
from the bridge rectifier DC. I have a PayPal account, but no problem, paying may not be
required. Mark from Australia FNQ. I think the field winding rating and the stator winding rating
should be the same. If the alternator stator winding output is 48V, then this should be the limit
for the filed winding also. Current is immaterial if the voltage rating is not exceededâ€¦. Here
since we are limiting the stator output to 48V through the shunt, the field winding will be also
limited to this value and will be safe. You can inquire about this with an auto mechanic, or check
the specification manual of the alternator. Alternatively you can employ the following concept
which is field coil controlled regulator circuit. Thanks Swagatam just waiting on some BJTs will
make the first one and try it out â€¦. No problem Mark, I can understand that you want to
compensate for my dedicated efforts, and I appreciate that, but truly, paying is not required
because when I am answering to comments I am actually enjoying it, and having lots of funâ€¦.
Thank you Mark, this time your alternator will not smoke for sure, since the recommended
circuit is a tested one. I wish you all the best for the same, let me know if you run into any
problemsâ€¦. If the diodes are not present you can add them externally, any 10 amp diode can
be used for the bridge rectifier and the associated diodes. I need a circuit to disconnect the field
winding of an alternator when the battery voltage goes over Yes it should work as mentioned,
however since the relay will latched, the battery will not be restored again when it reaches the
discharged level. Love your website! Even just the resistor version would do. I want to
experiment with 6, 2. I could charge it up in the morning and ride it all day. Lighter than even a
new lithium battery pack. The only think that may be crucial is the 2. Only voltage has to be
fixed and constant, current is immaterial for charging capacitors, it can be of any value.
Previous: Mini Audio Amplifier Circuits. You'll also like: 1. Comments Your Comments are too
Valuable! But please see that they are related to the above article, and are not off-topic! Cancel
reply Your email address will not be published. Search Related Posts for Commenting Search
this website.
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Thank you in advance, keep up posting great schematics and analysis like that! Hi, no changes

will be required, except the preset adjustments, rest can be as is. PS can images be added to
comments? Sorry, image uploading facility is not available here. Atherton ps i am greatfull for
the many skils i have spelling and electronics is not one of them Mark. Hi, you can try the
following shunt regulator to control your alternator output to the desired levels: You will have to
fine tune the 10k preset until the 48V elevl regulation is achieved. You are right Mark, you can
use full battery DC for the field coil, according to meâ€¦. The transistors are well rated to handle
upto 80V. Let me know once you have built it then I will help you to test it and finalize it
hopefully. Hi, from India, my exact location is provided in the contact page. Hi, thank you, and
glad you liked my website. To be on the safer side, use a 16V constant supply for charging the
series capacitors. I hope it makes sense!

